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Parallel Simulation Algorithm of VLSI for Multicore
Workstations with Dynamic Faults Grouping
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communicate to inform each other about what faults detected
to the current time.
These schemes are the base to construct new fault
simulation algorithms. Methods with fault list partitioning
also are divided into synchronous and asynchronous, which
try to improve processor utilization by reducing their idle,
which occurs during synchronization [5]. Conceptually they
are often based on the synchronous methods. Therefore, we
will talk about synchronous methods with fault set
partitioning. It should be noted the work [6], in which
proposed one of the basic methods of parallel fault simulation.
It is used both static and dynamic fault grouping. The authors
also suggested algorithms of this kind for cluster systems [7]
and for multi-core workstations with shared memory [8].
One of the trends is the development of such methods for
multicore systems with shared-memory [9]. Obviously, the
performance of the same method to the different parallel
systems varies greatly. Our experiments in [8] were shown
that blind transfer of methods with the fault list partition to
multicore systems does not give expected growth of
productivity. In this paper we propose a new parallel
algorithm for fault simulation of VLSI circuits, which works
on such systems. In contrast to previous methods, it does not
use the static partitioning of faults. Our algorithm utilizes new
scheme in which the parallel simulation of dynamically
grouped faults for each input test vector is performed. In
addition, it uses bit-parallel simulation for those faults, which
are simulated on the same processor.

Abstract—A new algorithm for parallel fault simulation of
VLSI on multicore workstations with common memory is
proposed. To speeding up the algorithm two-level parallelization
is used. First, main schema of the algorithm is based on the
concurrent many-threaded simulation of the groups of faults for
each input vector. Second, each group of faults is simulated in
bit-parallel way. The dynamic fault grouping is adopted. The
results of computational experiments on ISCAS-89 benchmarks
circuits are reported, which are obtained on the 12-core
workstation.
Index Terms—Fault simulation, multicore workstation,
multithreaded programming, parallel calculation, VLSI circuit.

I. INTRODUCTION
Fault simulation algorithms of VLSI are important in the
design of digital circuits. The results of these algorithms are
lists of tested/untested faults or the fraction of detected faults
to the total number, named as fault coverage. The
disadvantage of these algorithms is that for large circuit the
simulation process may continue for a very long time due the
large list of faults. So, today is the actual task of constructing
of fast fault simulation algorithms of VLSI.
One way to speed-up the fault simulation algorithm is use
of parallel calculation. To date, there are three main schemes
for parallelizing of fault simulation of sequential circuits.
1) Fault list partitioning [1], [2]. In this approach, a
complete list of faults F is partitioned into several sub lists
F1 , F2 ,...,Fn , each of which is transferred to a separate
processor in system, where fault simulation on a given test
sequence is performed. In this scheme each processor must
have its own copy of the circuit description and test sequence.
Currently, this method is used most widely and considered
that he has a good scalability with increasing the number of
processors.
2) Circuit partitioning [3]. In this approach, the circuit is
partitioned into several sub circuits, each of which is
simulated on a separate processor. The main advantage of this
approach is that it significantly reduces the memory
requirements, which stores the description of the circuit. The
main disadvantage is the necessity of developing of
processors interaction protocols.
3) Test sequence partitioning [4] is that the input sequence
is divided into a number of sequences, which are formed
subtasks for computer nodes. Processes also need to

II. BIT-PARALLEL FAULT SIMULATION ALGORITHM FOR
SINGLE-PROCESSOR SYSTEM
In this section it is briefly described a fault simulation
algorithm of digital circuits, which is the basis for the parallel
version. The algorithm is ideologically based on the PROOFS
algorithm, and its details are given in [10]. The main
advantage of this algorithm is the bit-parallel fault simulation.
The algorithm works with synchronous sequential circuits, in
which the combinational part and elements of the states are
marked out. Simulation of behavior of the circuit is performed
by iterative simulation of its combinational part. Algorithm
deals with single stuck-at-0 and stuck-at-1 faults. Below is
considered the pseudo code of the basic algorithm, since it is
essential to understanding the principle of building of parallel
version.
FaultSimulation1(Circuit, FaultList, Test, Length){
for( int i=0 ; i<Length ; i++ ){
Vector=Test[i];
SVI=SimulateGoodCircuit(Circuit,Vector);
while( there are unconsidered faults in FaultList ){
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Group=FormGroupOfFaults(FaultList);
SimulateGroupOfFaults(Circuit,Group,Vector);
CheckFaultDetectionInGroup(SVI,Group);
SaveStatesForUndetectedFaults(SVI,Group);
} // end loop on faults
} // end loop on test vectors
} // end of simulation

preparatory. It must be executed before the parallel threads
start and therefore cannot be included into this thread. But this
should not greatly affect the performance, because the
function performs the minimal computational steps with the
pointers on the faults in the group. Pseudo code of this
implementation in terms of threads is shown below.
FaultSimulation2(Circuit, FaultList, Test, Length, hreadsNumber){
CreateSimulationThreads();
for( int i=0 ; i<Length i++ ){
Vector=Test[i];
SVI=SimulateGoodCircuit(Circuit,Vector);
while( there are unconsidered faults in FaultList ){
for( int Number=0;Number<ThreadsNumber;Number++ ){
Group=FormGroupOfFaults(FaultList);
ThreadsArray[Number]->Data=(Vector,SVI,Group);
ThreadsArray[Number]->Resume();
}
for( int Number=0;Number<ThreadsNumber;Number++ ){
ThreadsArray[Number]->WaitFor();
}
} // end loop on faults
} // end loop on test vectors
DeleteSimulationThreads();
} // end of simulation

Here: Circuit – net list of circuit description; Fault List –
list of faults, Test – test sequence; Length – its length.
The main loop of simulation is performed by the input test
vectors and includes the following steps. First, the simulation
of fault-free circuit is executed. Its result is the values of
signals on all lines of the circuits, which are stored in the array
SVI. This values then used in three next cases: a) to determine
the activity of faults: inactive fault is not simulated for current
input vector; b) to determine the testability of faults after their
simulation; c) to determine what elements of the state of faulty
circuits should be saved for the simulation in the next time
frame. The internal loop is performed while in the list there
are faults, which were not considered for the current test
vector. First, it is formed the group of faults which will be
simulated in parallel in different bits of the machine word.
Each group contains the number of faults which corresponds
to the number of bits in the computer word. This follows by
the fault detectability analysis. Detected faults are deleted
from the list. For all undetected faults the values of states are
saved to perform the simulation in the next time frame. Only
signal values that differ from those in the fault-free circuit are
stored. Then both cycles are continued.

Here: Threads Number indicates the number of
simultaneously running simulation threads. Its value must be
determined experimentally. Threads Array contains the
corresponding number of pointers to the object of our thread
class. Simulation thread includes the code of functions
Simulate Group Of Faults(), Check Fault Detection In
Group() and Save States For Undetected Faults() from the
algorithm FaultSimulation1. Function Wait For() waits the
suspension of corresponding thread.
The pseudo-code of the algorithm FaultSimulation2 shows
that the simulation is performed in parallel for groups of
faulty circuits. Execution of the simulation for one input
vector t is illustrated on Fig. 1.

III. PARALLEL BY GROUPS OF FAULTS SIMULATION
ALGORITHM FOR MULTIPROCESSOR SYSTEM WITH COMMON
MEMORY
In this section is described the proposed algorithm, which
is the multi-threaded version of the algorithm described in the
previous section.
Parallelization of the greatest possible fragment of code
should lead to the better scalability by reducing the proportion
of sequential code. Therefore, is better to start from the top
cycle. However, in this case it is not possible: the simulation
on the next input vector t+1 cannot start when is not finished
the simulation on the current test vector t, because the signal
values in the circuit in the time of transition from vector t to
vector t+1 are not defined.
The internal loop by the faults includes several functions.
The greatest computational load falls on the function Simulate
Group Of Faults(). Simulation of some group of faults on the
current input vector does not affect on the simulation of
another group on the same vector. Therefore, simulation of
the one group is an independent branch of the program and
several of these groups can be simulated in parallel. To
organize the parallel execution, the function Simulate Group
Of Faults() should be implemented as a thread class. Because
such threads are independent and do not interact, there is no
need to synchronize their execution. It is clear that the
procedures Check Fault Detection In Group() and Save States
Fo rUndetected Faults() can be easily included in our thread.
Otherwise, the function Form Group Of Faults() is a

Fig. 1. Simulation of fault-free VLSI and further parallel simulation of
groups of faults.

Section of parallel simulation must be repeated required
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} // end loop on faults
SVINEXT=SimulateGoodCircuit->WaitFor();
SVI=SVINEXT;
} // end loop on test vectors
DeleteSimulationThreads();
} // end of simulation

number of times because the number of groups of faults may
not match to the number of cores in the system. Also, before
the parallel section there is a big part of sequential code,
which simulates the fault-free circuit. It is also desirable to
perform its parallel simulation with other threads. However,
the thread with simulation of fault-free circuit cannot be
created and run directly, because it calculated the signal
values in the circuit, which required for subsequent
procedures of fault simulation. However, parallelization in
this case is still possible. To do this, it is necessary to create an
additional thread that will contain the code of function
Simulate Good Circuit(). But on the step t fault-free circuit is
simulated for the input vector t+1, which results are needed
for simulation of faulty circuits in the next time frame. This
will require an additional simulation of fault-free circuit for
the first time frame, which must be done before the opening
cycle by the input vectors. Also, it is necessary to create two
copies of the array of signal values in the fault-free circuit:
SVI - for fault simulation at current time frame, SVINEXT - for
pre-calculated values for the next time frame. After the end of
the simulation of the fault-free circuit for the next time frame
it is necessary to rewrite the value of SVINEXT in SVI.

In such implementation the number of concurrent threads is
ThreadsNumber+1.
Proposed scheme of the construction of fault simulation
algorithm does not refer to any of the schemes mentioned in
introduction. Most closely it coincides with the fault list
partitioning scheme. However, in this scheme there is no
pre-partitioning of fault list and no binding of sub-lists with
the nodes of system. Instead, faults’ grouping for different
nodes occurs dynamically for each input vector in the test
sequence. Also additional simulation thread with fault-free
simulation for next time frame is performed.

IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments were performed only with five big
benchmarks from the catalog ISCAS-89 on the multicore
system with the following characteristics: two Intel(R) Xeon
CPU X5650 with frequency 2.67Ghz (each of 6 cores); the
technology HyperThreading is off; the RAM 16 GB;
operating system MS Windows Server 2008 R2. Two series
of experiments were carried out, which must answer the
following questions. 1) It is known that the memory
subsystem in parallel computing systems is bottleneck. Is it
necessary to use separate or common circuit description
tables for each simulation thread? 2) How well the proposed
algorithm is scalable?
Series 1. Two versions of the algorithm were implemented.
In the first modification one copy of tables with circuit
description is used. In the second modification a number of
copies of the tables were created equal to the threads number.
The experiments show that no matter which kind of circuit’s
description was used: common or separate tables. Therefore,
further development of the algorithm was carried out for the
modification with common tables.
Series 2. Is studying the scalability of the parallel fault
simulation algorithm of digital circuits FaultSimulation3
depending on the threads number. It was varied from 1 to 18.
On practice the implementation of the basic scheme is almost
always supplemented by heuristics that significantly improve
the performance (often up to 2 times). In our study, we
investigated the scalability only of the new basic scheme of
the algorithm without the use of heuristics.
To accurately determine the extremum in the graph of
acceleration, maximum number of threads was chosen greater
than the cores number in the system. Graphs of the
acceleration depending on the number of concurrent
processing threads on average, in the best and worst cases are
shown in Fig. 3. Analysis of the numerical values shows that
the greatest acceleration for all circuits is achieved when
running in parallel 11 threads of simulation of fault groups. In
this case the actual number of parallel threads is 12, because 1
fault-free simulation thread must be added. As expected, this
count corresponds to the number of cores in the system.

cores

time
core №1

core №2

core №N

...

fault-free simulation
for time t+1

simulation group of
faults #1 for time t

...

simulation group of
faults #m for time t

Fig. 2. Parallel simulation of fault-freeVLSI for time t+1 and groups of faults
for time t.

Pseudo code of such implementation is shown below, and
schematic representation of the threads execution for time
frame t is illustrated on Fig. 2.
FaultSimulation3(Circuit, FaultList, Test, Length, hreadsNumber){
CreateSimulationThreads();
SimulateGoodCircuit->Data(Test[0]);
SimulateGoodCircuit->Resume();
SVI=SimulateGoodCircuit->WaitFor();
for( int i=0 ; i<Length i++ ){
Vector=Test[i];
NextVector=Test[i+1];
SimulateGoodCircuit->Data(NextVector);
SimulateGoodCircuit->Resume();
while( there are unconsidered faults in FaultList ){
for( int Number=0;Number<ThreadsNumber;Number++ ){
Group=FormGroupOfFaults(FaultList);
ThreadsArray[Number]->Data=(Vector,SVI,Group);
ThreadsArray[Number]->Resume();
}
for( int Number=0;Number<ThreadsNumber;Number++ )
ThreadsArray[Number]->WaitFor();
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TABLE I: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARALLEL VERSION OF THE ALGORITHM
Number
of threads
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

s9234

Circuit
s38417

s35932

s38584

s38584_1

«1»

«2»

«3»

«1»

«2»

«3»

«1»

«2»

«3»

«1»

«2»

«3»

«1»

«2»

«3»

98
1.78
2.51
3.16
3.38
3.06
3.38
3.77
4.08
4.26
4.67
4.45
3.92
3.92
3.92
3.06
2.97
2.80

0.08
0.15
0.21
0.26
0.28
0.26
0.28
0.31
0.34
0.36
0.39
0.37
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.26
0.25
0.23

1
0.52
0.34
0.25
0.23
0.27
0.24
0.20
0.18
0.17
0.14
0.15
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.27
0.28
0.30

619
1.96
2.88
3.73
4.30
3.92
4.30
4.84
5.29
5.68
6.19
5.07
4.95
4.73
4.45
4.33
4.27
4.21

0.08
0.16
0.24
0.31
0.36
0.33
0.36
0.40
0.44
0.47
0.52
0.42
0.41
0.39
0.37
0.36
0.36
0.35

1
0.47
0.29
0.20
0.16
0.19
0.16
0.13
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.17

2441
2.04
2.90
3.86
4.40
3.89
4.50
4.83
5.35
5.77
6.72
5.42
5.31
5.55
5.05
4.69
4.71
4.66

0.08
0.17
0.24
0.32
0.37
0.32
0.38
0.40
0.45
0.48
0.56
0.45
0.44
0.46
0.42
0.42
0.39
0.39

1
0.44
0.29
0.19
0.16
0.19
0.15
0.13
0.11
0.10
0.07
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.14
0.14
0.14

2792
1.92
2.79
3.66
4.20
3.81
4.28
4.84
5.25
5.67
6.24
4.99
5.09
5.19
5.09
4.40
4.38
4.42

0.08
0.16
0.23
0.31
0.35
0.32
0.36
0.40
0.44
0.47
0.52
0.41
0.42
0.43
0.42
0.37
0.36
0.37

1
0.48
0.30
0.21
0.17
0.20
0.16
0.13
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16

1512
1.38
2.00
2.62
3.05
2.70
3.12
3.60
3.99
4.26
4.61
3.34
3.54
3.61
3.48
3.38
3.36
3.35

0.08
0.11
0.17
0.22
0.25
0.23
0.26
0.30
0.33
0.35
0.38
0.28
0.30
0.30
0.29
0.28
0.28
0.28

1
0.70
0.45
0.32
0.27
0.31
0.26
0.21
0.18
0.17
0.15
0.24
0.22
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.23
0.23

This is qualitatively differs from another results. For example,
in [6] acceleration is in interval from 1.10 to 7.31 for
eight-processor system iPSC/860. But that algorithm uses
both static and dynamic fault list grouping and some
additional heuristics. Thus, the closeness of numerical data
for all circuits shows the advantage of our basic scheme of the
algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 3. The speed-up of the algorithm depending on the number of parallel
fault simulation threads.

Based on the simulation time the next characteristics of
parallelization are calculated: acceleration, utilization of
cores and proportion of sequential code [11]. They are
reported in Table I. Here, for each circuit in column «1»it is
shown the speed up of the algorithm (excepting row 1, which
shows the time in seconds for application with one fault
simulation thread, this values are based for further calculation,
bolded in table), «2»- the efficiency of use of cores, «3»- the
proportion of serial code. One comment should be made for
one-threaded application. From Fig.2 we can see that if we're
talking about the single-threaded application, actually we
have two calculation threads: one simulation thread for
fault-free circuit and one simulation thread for group of faults.
Therefore, the above numeric data are deteriorated. In
comparison with the pure single-threaded application,
numerical results should be much better. However, we did not
produce a single-threaded implementation to comparison with
it, because in this case it no longer corresponds to our new
algorithm scheme. Since the experiments show that the
number of threads equal to the number of processor cores, we
can say that the comparison is made not with a single-core, but
with a dual-core system.
Note that for all circuits achieved a relatively high
acceleration: in the worst case it is equal to 4.61 times. The
range of this parameter is relatively small: from 4.61 to 6.72.
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In this paper a new parallel algorithm for fault simulation of
VLSI was proposed. Main idea consists in parallelizing of
simulation of fault groups for each input vector. This is
achieved by the concurrent many-threaded simulation of the
groups of faults. In addition, it is organized a parallel thread
of fault-free simulation of circuit for the next input vector.
Such organization of calculation threads produces a new basic
schema for the fault simulation algorithms. It allows eliminate
the scheme in which the behavior of fault-free circuit is
performed before simulation of groups of faults for current
input vector, when only one core is loaded and all the other
are idle.
The reported numerical results of computer experiments
also show good scalability of the parallel version of our
algorithm in terms of parallel calculation.
As a further research it is may be noted the study of the
effectiveness of the new base algorithm scheme with various
heuristics.
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